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ABSTRACT

The experience with a number of analytic household sample surveys is recalled to explain
why the analysis of such surveys often takes too long to complete, and with much higher
sampling errors than expected. A major reason for this is hasty choice of sampling procedure
with little or no consideration being given to ease of data processing and analysis. The
result usually is a complex sample, the proper statistical analysis of which would have to be
correspondingly complicated. The irony is that in the end the researcher often is compelled
to proceed as if the sample were "simple random", an assumption which can potentially lead to
serious inferential mistakes. Moreover, sampling procedures that look good in theory can

• perfonn disappointingly in developing countries. One example of this is the use of
stratification on the basis of imperfect prior information which causes misclassification of
units. Another is stratification in tenns of a dynmamic variable in time series surveys in
which units migrate in and out of strata. These errors and changes in classification
complicate the analysis and render the estimates less precise.
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1. Introduction

Ort s i de of a few market research f i rrns ,

• it used to be that government had a monopoly

on censuses and surveys in developing

countries OX:,s) in the Asian region. Data

users. particularly researchers. were

content wi th secondary sources and thus

others argue - they had more time to reflect

on their main problems.

The "survey bug" began spreading among

DC scientists sometime in the late 1950s or

• early 1960s. It is likely that the gerrnina l

idea was picked up by the many students fran

Des who went to western schools which tended

the Philippine
Report Series

to have graduate progrmns in the social

sciences - particularly applied econanics

and sociology - that encouraged the use of

lhese early

Researchers who could notdweller. etc.

survey data in research.

avail of detailed household level data for

reason of confidentiali ty of individual

government census and survey return began to

graduates had high mult ipl ier effects since

many of them went into teaching. thereby

replicating their training. Also. there jwas

synerg i an between this orientation and the

low cost of doing sample surveys in Des.

Further. as more resources became avai lable

for research and deve l opren t projects

directed towards low-incane groups; evg •

srra l l farm developnent integra ted rural

deve l oprent , developnent of bypassed areas

and the like. it became fashionable to work

wi th da ta about the fanner and hi s house

hold. the landless worker. the urban slum

AsianUnit,

1/ Edited version for
Statistician of Statistical
No.5, As ian Developrent Bank.

1/ Head, Statistics
• Deve l oprent Bank.
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collect their own data to suit their

particular needs. Indeed, the demand for

household data has so risen that - in the

Philippines at least - traditional accounting

finns and new outfits have joined the market

by proposing to undertake research programs

with surveys or by offering their services

to do other researchers' surveys.

In recent years, government bodies

charged wi th planning and implement ing

developnent projects, and external agencies

which help fund these have done much to

increase the demand for surveys. We refer

to project or program moni toring and

evalua t ion (M & E) which is increasingly

being required by these agencies. operation

ally, M & E, say of an integrated rural area

developnent project', requires a schedule of

data collection activities during the project

cycle, often from a sample of household

beneficiaries. Since projects of this type

last anywhere from 5 to 15 years from start

to full deve1 opnent , M & E, surveys overlap

and grow in number with time. A quick count

of mul t ila teral and government agencies

requiring M & E of the projects they fund

should point to a snowba l l ing effect in the

number of M & E sample surveys in the years

to cane. Thus, in addi t ion to surveys

mandated to government statistical bodies,

more have becane obligatory (evg , M & E

surveys), or expected. In the Phi lippines,

for example, there is an alanning trend

among research proposals in agricultural

economics ~oward basic data collection

through rural household surveys lest by same

convoluted reasoning those proposals that

suggest utilizing data from secondary

sources tend to be judged incomplete and

ill-conceived - and denied funding.
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The increased demand for surveys has not

been rnatched by growth in survey sampling

and data processing expert i se , The

re~earcher-statistician~ata processor troika

necessary to carry out a successful survey

often is incomplete if success means

completing the data analysis on time, within

the budget and wi th resul ts meeting

prescribed levels of accuracy. The

researcher usually plays -survey statistician

in the latter's absence, or more truthfully,

in the belief that he is a competent survey

statistician; sometimes he also has to do

his own data processing. AI though such an

arrangement can be educational, the outcome

often is less than satisfactory: sampling

design by rote; simplistic statistical

analysis assuming "simple random sampling",

thereby ignoring the complexities of the

final sample; and protracted data processing.

Mix these with a sample of moderate size and

a propensity toward hefty questionnaires,

and what we have is a recipe for massive

amounts of data that are poorly processed,

scarcely analyzed, or worse, hardly worth

the trouble of analyzing at all.

This art i c l e was spurred by recent

experience in trying to help analyze data

from analytic household surveys, during

which earlier suspicions that the same

problems persist in this type of surveys

were reinforced. There are two broad

problems: (a) The sampling designs commonly

used that look good and straightforward in

theory can perfonn disappointingly in DCS

for two reasons: (1) they are qui te

sensitive to errors in design (e.g.

stratification) variables, which render them

imprecise, and (2) they result in complex

unbalanced samples which lead to

•

•
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2. 'The &1rveys

resulting weighted estimatp.s are compared

with the unweighted estimates obtained under..
a simple random sample assumption.

corp I icat ions in data analys i s , (b) The

~ carplex saTple is often treated like a

"sirrple randan serrp l e" during analysis, and

oversirrpl icat ion which can potent ially lead

to serious inferentiQI mistakes.

Four sample surveys wi th varying degrees

of detail will be used as case studies. All

happen to be rural household surveys for no

special reason other than that they form the

set which the writer had been involved in

• during the last four years.

The second

is conducted before

through sample surveys.

the benchmark survey,

proceed. For agriculture and rural

development projects, time series data' are

collected in and around the project area

The first of these,

'The Asian Development Bank encourages

monitoring and evaluation of the likely

benefits that Bank-assisted projects provide

to intended beneficiaries. Glide lines

(1980, 1984) have been prepared specifying

how such M & E, called project benefit

monitoring and evaluation (PBv1E) , is to'

PEME research t eam (1981) .

project implementation, usually during

project appraisal or feasibility studies.

'Ih i s is followed by monitoring surveys done

every crop season during project implement

a tion, which usually use a subsample from

the benchmark sample of households. Next is

a provisional evaluation survey done on

completion of the project, which is followed

years later (at full' project development) by

a final impact evaluation survey.

Two of the four surveys discussed here

are PBME benchmark surveys. Ohe is for the

lulungagung ~ainage Project in Indonesia,

with a sample of 650 households out of more

than 90,000 households spread in 150

villages over 30,000 hec t a reu , Details of

the TIllungagung survey are given in David

(198 Za) and the canprehens i ve report 0 f the

survey, which is discussed in greater

detail, is for the Davao III Irrigation

Project in Southern Philippines, with a

sample of 245 farm households out of 6,800

residing in the project area. A detailed

account of the pavao III survey is given in

David (l982b).

The other two are from the International

Rice Research Inst itute' s (IRR!) three-

an

-'lhe

gone

been

presents

strata.

5

they have

they have

these problems are

across

Sect ion

that

the analysis of a sample survey

by misstratification and

fact'The

perpetuated suggests that

largely ignored or else

procedures used.

approach to

complicated

movement of uni ts

misunderstood by survey practitioners and

data users. And one could not possibly

begin to think of, much less appreciate,

.. solutions to an unperceived problem. Hence,

an ample part of the paper is an attempt to

explain, through actual cases, the nature

and consequences of these problems. After

presenting illustrative sample surveys in

section 2, section 3 concentrates on the

stratification aspect of sampling design

(for the reasons explained there), and

discusses briefly why and how stratification

• is used, and wha t it is supposed to

accomplish. In section 4, we go back to the

actual surveys a~ point out the real results

and consequences of the stratification
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country research project on the COnsequences

of Snall Farm Mechani zat ion, the primary

objective of which WaS to assess the effect

of rice fann rrechanizat ion on product ion,

incare and rural errployment. The data was

collected mainly through a series of crop

season sample surveys. The Nueva Ecija

province (Philippines) surveys will be used

here. The three other sets of surveys,

narrely~ Java (Indonesia), South Sulawesi

(Indonesia), and Suphanburi Province

(Thailand), have similar stratifications,

both intended and real; hence only the first

of these will be used. Details of the

sampl ing procedures are documented in the

research team's cperat ions Handbook (1982);

the N.1eva Eci ja surveys are also described

in Lim (1982).

3. Ch Sanpling Des igns for Analytic &1rveys

3.1 Dichotany of &1rveys

~le surveys may be classified into

two types according to main purpose. Those

which have as their main object the assess

rrerit of the characteristics of the sampled

populat ion or parts of it - usually through

point estimates such as rreans and ratios and

their sampling errors are called

descriptive or enurr.erative surveys. Many

large surveys done by national statistics

offices fit this category. Those that are

used mainly to analyze relationships - for

example, to compare rreans of subpopulations,

to fi t regression models and to test

hypotheses are called analytic or

i nves t iga t i ve surveys. The four surveys

ment ioned in the previous sect ion fall in

this latter group.

The choice of sampl ing design may vary
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wi th type of survey to be done. Wi th few

except ions, the designs found in standard
1

textbooks were developed for descriptive

surveys the goal of which is, subject to

budgetary and other resources constraints,

to minimize the sampling. variance of point

estimates. Toward this end, auxiliary

infonnation is used in a variety of com

binations - e.g. stratification, probability

proportional to size (pps) selection,

rru1t i -s tage and rnrl t i -phase sarrpl ing ,

HOwever, with the possible exception of

stratification, these variance- reducing ..

techniques generally make sampl ing more

complex in the sense that the resulting

sample deviates further from a sllnple random

sample (s rs ) , thereby requiring the use of

more complicated (e.g. weighted) estimates.

Also, the theoretical underpinning of

inference procedures based on more canplex

sampling designs and estimates have yet to

be sufficiently developed, although research ,

in this area has proceeded at a fast pace

during the last 20 years. For example, the

sampling distributions of non-linear

s ta tistics such as corre 1a t ions, regressi on

coefficients and t-ratios are extrerrely

canplex and still largely intractable.

There are also empirical reports that

derronstrate that the CanTlOn practice of

as sumi ng complex samplE7s to be srs or i id

samples can lead to serious mistakes. (see

e.g. Kish and Frankel, 1974).

An exper-t could take advantage of the

full array of available sampling and

estimation techniques and cane up with a

logical, sound am pract ical design for an

analytic survey. Ihwever, generally, given

the shortage of statistical know-how and

computing facilities in Ix::s, prudent advice



the data analysis stage. Ohe reason for

this is the sampling design, the choice of

which rrore often is made wi thout s irrpl i fied

data analysis in mind. Other reasons are

unanticipated data collection problans and•
long questionnaires, which together can make

data cleaning a long drawn-affair.

wou Id be to exploit stratification heavily,

~ almost exclusively, to increase the likeli

hood of drawing a "preferred sample" (see

next subsection) that is as close as possible

to being a sirrple random sarrpl e . 'This is

the reason why the ensuing discussions

concentrate on stratification.

'The same sort of advice holds for data

analysis. A simple estUnation procedure

should be the goal in both types of

surveys. A simple es t irra t i on procedure is

• also a necessary condition for expedient

processing of massive data fran descriptive

3.2 Stratification in Theory

lonsider a hypothetical population of

eight households: The ·nUTber of gossible

sirrple randan sarrples of size 4 is (4) = 70,

and each has probability 1/70 of being

chosen. But if the eight uni ts are spl it

into two equal-sized strata, and two uni ts

are drawn fran each, the nuroer of possi

bilities is reduced to (~) (~) = 36,

each wi th a select ion probabil i ty of 1/36.

Stratification gives zero selection proba

bility to the 34 other sarrples. PresUTBbly

the sarrpler has reasons to prefer having one

of the 36 samples,· thus their selection

probabilities are raised, and at the sarre

in such a way that "preferred

are assigned larger and the rest

(sernatimes zero) chances of being

process

samples"

srra l l er

time he makes certain that not one of the 34

he does not prefer will be drawn.

l'bte that although sore ccrroi na t i ons of

units (samples) have zero select ion proba

bilities, the population units individually

still have positive probabilities of

inclusion in the sample. Also, whi Ie

stratification gives the sampler serna

control over the assignment of selection

to the possl·bl e samples, itprobabilities

also allows him much flexibility. For

example, various strata sizes and sample

allocations give different partitions of the

sample space into preferred and non-preferred

subspaces. Additionally, the use of different

sampling schemes among strata permi ts the

setting of a preference scale (i .e , varying

probabilities) within the subspace of

preferred samples (a I though this last point

is of more relevance to descriptive surveys).

Thus, stratification is a widely used

technique for con troll ing the select ion

drawn. This, however, is still done wi thin

the scope of probability sampling, i ve ,

subject to the condition that every unit of

the population has a positive probability of

inclusion in the sample, and this

probability is knowable beforehand.

'The purpose of the survey should somehow

determine whi ch samples are to be preferred

and whi ch are not. Although conflicts may

arise in multi-variable surveys in which

sore of the variables are not corre l a ted or

may even be inversely related, preferred

samples in general are those that (a) give

estimates with lower sampling errors, (b)

are suitable for the proposed analytical

surprising that

samples between

bogged down at

surveys. It might sound

many analyt ic surveys wi th

200 and 600 households get

•
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(N i ) and (Si) are the strata sizes and

standard deviations, respectively. Here

again, the (Si) are corrputed a priori fran

sane design variable, possibly the

strati fica t ion variable as well. A popular

procedures, and ·(c) are arrenable to easy

statistical analysis.

Theoret ically, strati ficat ion of the

population or more precisely, of the

sarrpl ing frame can effect i vely lower

sampling errors, with the extent of reduction

(relative to not stratifying) being dependent

on how well we succeed in forming each

stra turn out of units that are as al ike as

possible, with likeness reckoned 1n te:rms of

grouped by crop type (rice, corn, ••• ), size

(small, medilDTl, large), or water management

(irrigated, not irrigated); non-fann

households may be classified by level or

source of incane or by nurrber of rrermers ,

In principle, the internal variance of these

strata will be srra l l and the variance

between them will be large, but the latter

drops out of the sampling error of estimates

since the strata are sampled independently.

FUrther reduct ion in sampl ing error is

possible by allocating the total sample to

the strata in sorre optimal manner, for

observed

I

4. Stratification i~ Practice

and often stringent assumption in many

statistical techniques applied to survey

ordinary least squares regression, t
of variance and analysis of

data, e.g.

analysis

contingency tables.

What suits (a) usually serves (b) well

also. For example, grouping households by

income level or some proxy variable into low,

madilDTl, and high income strata and drawing a

sample fran each would lower sarnpl ing

variances of estimates for variables

substantially correlated with income. The

procedure also guards against drawing, say a •

sampl e tha t has no high income househo Ids.

The latter type of sample is non-prefer-red

in many ways: it underestimates the mediun

income, it does not allow a canparison of

mean income among groups, and a fit ted

regression fran it with income as a dependent

variable will be subject to truncation bias

(see e vg• Aremi ya , 1982).

If strata are composed of subpopulations •

for which separate est ima tes are desired,

computations are s irnpl i f i ed greatly by the

fact that the subpopulations (also called

domains) are sampled independently; hence

their estimates are uncorrelated. This is

an important practical consideration since,

as will be shown in Section V, estimation

and inference concerning domains that cut

across s tra ta boundaries can be a tedious •

affair.

where

routinely

N.S.
1 1

stratification

are

in proport ion to

in single-stage

equal selection

to

of

farms

which

values

Hence

is allocation

only,

srs leads to

proportionate

the (N. )
1

stratified

al ternative

example,

the

·variables.

nullifies the purpose for stratifying in the

first place.

probabi l i ties for all the population uni t s ,

The sample becomes lise If-we ighing II and the

estimation of means and totals proceeds as

if one has a singl e srs . Also, the sample

comes closest to being an independent,

identically distributed (lid) sample, a key

28

The message here is this:

stratification usually means

smnpling units on the oasis of

prior i nforma t i on , the effect

in IX:s,

grouping

imper f ect

of which



• 'Thble 1. Sarrple Vi llages, l'lJeva &i ja &1rvey

I 4.1 Stratification of Pru.ary Sompling Units

A typical household survey in the Asian

region usually involves sampling in two,

sc:rnetirres three, stages: district or town,
lbwn/St ra tun 1976 BAEton census 1979 HOusehold census

and rre thods of land preparation. &sed on

data from the Bureau of Agri cul tura 1

Econanics' (BAEXXN) 1976 barangay (vi l l age )

- census, the rice-growing villages of each

town were divided into four strata according

to main source of water (rainfed, irrigated)

and number of tractors (less than five = low

mechanization, five or more = high rrechani-

village or enumration area, and finally, the

household. The higher-stage units often are

stratified based on geographic contigui ty,

and on infonna t ion from past censuses or

administrative records.

The Nleva Eci ja surveys which were

conducted in 1979-1980 employed a two-stage

sarrpl ing procedure (not counting the towns)

• with stratification at both stages. In 'line

with the objectives of the project, the

surveys focused del ibera tely on two towns

orily, Cabanatuan and Guirrt>a, which were

found to have sui tably large areas of rice

under different levels of water rnanagerrent

Moreover,

The results

Galvan
San Andres
!'ervacan
Burol

mis-stratificationcase,

Kalikid &1r Kalikid &1r
Legare
Caallbangbangan Caallbangbangan
San Js'Idro San Isidro, Legare

Galvan
Burol
!'ervacan
San Andres

ei therIn

thing, high sampl i ng errors.

the last column of Table 1.

unless adjustments are made at the last

stage of sampling, the final sarrple size for

rainfed farms (n) would likely be much
r

less than for irrigated farms (n.), and
1

this would affect the variance of the

reduces the utility of data. It can spoil

carefully conceived sarrple allocation plans

both for the first and second stage units.

For exarrple, since Lagare village turned out

to be irrigated instead of rainfed, a

comparison in Cabana tuan between 1ow

mechanized rainfed and high mechanized

rainfed fa nus would be constrained by a

smaller sarrple, or what amounts to the sarre

revealed changes in classification in three

of the eight villages: Lagare in Cabanatuan,

and Buro l and San Andres in Guirrba. These

recorded changes could have been due to

genuine changes in the values of the

stratification variables, but response

errors in the 1976 data and di fferences in

data definitions between the two sources are

more likely explanations.

Rainfed, low rrech,
Rainfed, high rrech.
Irriga ted, low rreeh,
Irrigated, high rrech.

Cabanatuan

a.Jinba

Rainfed, low mech,
Rainfed, high rrech.
Irrigated, low rrech.
Irrigated, high rrech.

The idea was that four samplezation).

vi llages per town - one chosen at randan

fran each stratum - should be adequate to

supply sarrple farm households which possess

sufficient variations to allow comparison of

the main effects of, as well as interactions

between, rrechan i aa t i on and irrigation. The

s tra ta and sarrp l e vi llages are shown in the

first two columns of Table 1.

The BAECon data-based stratification was

compared with the (factual) classification

based on 1979 infonnation obtained from a

complete enurreration of households, shown in

•
29



4.2 Stratification of f.buseholds

difference between group means,

villages, Burol and San Andres in Guimba

•since

stratatwo

(c)

From
Household From Benchmark Survey Total

Frame Flooded Not Flooded

Flooded 308 284 592

Not flooded 13 36 49

Total 321 320 641

Stratification by flooding i nc i dence was

resorted to (a) so that the chances of

having a sample wi th both flooded and not

flooded uni t s was certa in, (b) so tha t

separate estirmtes ~or these

could be easily computed, and

of those in the not flooded stratum (13/49)

should have been labelled otherwise.

Table 2. Frequency [tistribution of ~le
Households by Flooding Experience,
Tulungagung Survey, 1980

whether the household experienced flooding

during the previous year. The resul t was a

frame of 41,544 enumerated households, which'

was used to construct two strata: flooded

(12,497) and not flooded (29,047) households.

Six hundred and fi fty srs households were

drawn from these two strata respect ively.

About two months after the enumeration, in

September-0ctober 1980, the benchmark survey

was conducted which allowed more detailed

infonna t ion on flooding incidence, including

flooding experience in the previous year, to

be obtained from the 641 sample households •

who responded. Table 2 compares the flooding

incidence as reported during the household

frarre cons t ruct i on and during the bencbrrark

survey. Note that only about half of those

in the flooded stratum (308/592) were

classified as flooded during the main

survey; on the other hand, about one-fourth

theOrtward l y ,switched strata.

2 2 2
0 o.

0 2+ 1-- = -
x - x. n n.r 1 r 1

town

effects of this "canpensating" misclass

if1cation rray not look as adverse as the

one-sided case in Cabana tuan , Bowever , both

types make the analysis of the data more

campI icated and the sampl ing variances

higher than if all units were correctly

classified. Numerical illustrations of this

are presented in section 5.

HOusehold frames are harder to get,

costlier to construct, and more subject to

time-induced changes and errors than village

lists. In two-stage sampling the usual

procedure, as in the Nueva Ec i j a surveys, is

to list all households in the sample first

stage units. This list serves as the frame

from which the sample households are chosen.

The 'Iul ungagung (Java) drainage project

area covered 1, 209 census blocks. For the

first-stage sample of the EMBE benchmark

survey an srs of 600 census blocks was

chosen. The households in these selected

census blocks were completely enumerated and

asked a few quest ions, one of which was

allocation (n
r

An allocation

where ;: and Of are the variances of the

rainfed and irrigated farms , respectively.

When these two variances are the same, equal
2

= n.) will minimize Ox _ x...
1 r 1

in which n is much less
r 2

than n i is preferable only if or is

proportionately much smaller than O~.
1

Notice from 'Iab l e 1 that the two

30



these est irra tes would have lower sarrpl ing

errors relative to non-stratified sarrpling,
estirmtes. That (b) is lost is obvious

here: one has to cross over both strata in

order to compute an estirmte for either

floode or not flooded households.

COnsequently,· the sampling variance of a

difference (in means, say,) between flooded

and not flooded households involves a

covariance term, rmking canputat ions rrore

complex than if the households were

correctly classified. The problem is

• computationally equivalent to es t irra t ion

methods for subclasses or domains whose

elerrents cut across strata boundaries (see

evg , Kish, 1965, W. 132-139). Item (c) is

forgone as well, as the nurerical exarrples

of subsection 4.3 and section 5 will show.

Wha t could have caused these rrany

discrepancies between the frame and survey

data? We cite two main reasons from

~ experience. First, owing to their sizes,

frames or , lists are done in a hurry, and any

member of the household who in the judgement

of the enurrerator is "knowledgeable" serves

as the interviewee; this is in contrast to

the survey proper in which rrore probing

cross-validating questions are asked, and

the head of the household is usually the

des igna ted respondent. Second, the survey

• teams regard sampl ing frame preparations as

pre liminaries, reserving more thorough and

careful \\Ork for the rmin survey. This

latter effect is stronger if the survey

teams get the impression that sarrpling frame

infonnation is not used in computing

estimates, which of course is not necessarily

I, true: frame data becore among other things

the bases for stratum weights, selection

t probabi 1i ties and values for the auxi 11 iary

variables in ratio and regression ,estirmtion.

If the stratification variables change

values quickly, the frame may be inaccurate

the manent it is canpleted. This happened

in the IRRI mechanization consequences

surveys in which farm households were

stratified by type of power used for land

preparation (anirml, tractor, or sare

combination of the two). These are

classifications directly relevant to the

objectives of the research project; however,

the frequency and ease wi th which farmer's

swi tched from one type of power to another

from one season to the next rray have been

unanticipated. The case of the Nueva Eci ja

surveys is discussed in secton 5 in

conjunct ion wi th the discussion of the

effects that changes in classification exert

on data analysis. This case is very similar

to that of the West Java rmchanization

survey discussed below, and for that matter,

to the other IRRI mechani za t ion surveys in

Sou th Su1awas i and 'Iha i 1and.

l~ble 3 presents infonnation relating

to the West Java mechanization consequences

surveys. The first three colunns show the

stra ta, s t ra tim si zes and sample allocat ion

based on a household listing in early 1979.

In brief, the listed households were grouped

according to the type of power used for

primary and secondary tillage: rranua l (M),

animal (A), own tractor (or), hire tractor

(HT), and manual and animal (MA). A sixth

group composed of landless workers (L), i.e.

households that do not operate fanns, but

which earn a living as hired farm workers,

was also included. Sixty households were

selected from each group using srs, and the

same sarrple was retained for the next three

crop season surveys. However, the actual
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sample distribution during the following

three seasons not only differed widely from

the initial equal allocation, but also fran

one another as well (see the last three

217 newM = 60 original M
2 who $hifted to HT

+ 57 who shifted from A
+ 5 who shi fted from or
+ 42 who shifted from HT
+ 55 who shifted from MA

number of manually cultivated (i.e. man and

hoe) rice fanns increased from 60 to 217

during the 1979 dry season. When traced to

the original sample composi tion this change

is accounted for as follows:

In addition, new classifications anerged;

namely, manual + tractor, animal + tractor,

and manual + animal + tractor. This posed

new problems in analysis. For example, had

there been no moverrent of households, the

'simple average of the sixty sample

observations (of a variate x) in stratum M

would be an unbiased estimate of the mean of

that stratum; the sampling variance is just

as easily obtained. G1 the other hand, an

unbiased estimate of the main of stratum M

during the 1979 dry season is a weighted

average of the 217 sample observations, the

weight of each observation being the relative

size of the stratum fran which it originally

carre , Simpl ifying the analysis by applying

a common weight to each observation (i.e. an

unweighted estimate) biases the estimate

because of the large differences in the

stratum sizes. The problems became more

complex when two strata are to be corpared,

or when a regression model is to be

est irra ted , lhese corpl ica tion~ figure

prorrrinently in delays in bringing surveys to

successful conclusions. f

•

'.

Actual ~Ie Size.
by Q-op Season

1979 1979/ 1980
Dry 80 \\et Dry

In i t i a I ~:-::=-,,--:~;;-r;;.;;;.::.;;~::-
Stra tim Sarrple

Sfze • Size

commonly done to ensure

of di fferent fann s i ze s " in

lyPe of R>wer
(St ra tum)

This is

representation

of production, area and yield est ima t es ,

lhe usual practice is to create strata

e.g. small, mediun and large wi th

the sample and to reduce the sampl ing error

4.3 Stratification of Fann Hbuseholds
by Size of Landholding

There are two problems wi th this method of

stra t i fica t ion.

Ole, whi ch may be peculiar to the

Philippines, has to do with the respondents'

predilection to give landholdings in whole

nl..llTbers (and to a lesser 'extent in mul t iples

of one-fourth and one-third of a nectare ) ,

boundaries set more or less a rbi t rar i l y at

integer values, based again on interview

data from a list or census of households.

~/ lhese cells were empty in the initial population and sample.

~/ lhese are households that do not operate fanns, but which
earn a living as hired fann workers.

£./ Ole landless worker respondent died.

~/ Ole respondent in stratum (A) moved out of the study area.

lable 3. Household Stratification. Inittal sample Size. and
Final sample Sizes. West Java Surveys

Manual (M) 584 60 217 55 161
Anirml (A) 181 60 I 75 I
o.m tractor «rr) 66 60 55 68 65
Hired tractor (ill') 254 60 26 49 38
Manual + an irral (MA) 77 60 I 25 2
Manual + tractor~.1 0 '0 0 4 22
AnirmI + tractor~/ 0 0 0 8 0

. Manual+animal+tractor~/ 0 0 0 I 0
Landless worker (L) 404~.t 60 60 74 69

Total 1,565 360 360 359!:.l 358~.t ..

For instance; thecolumns of Table 3).
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The frequency distribution of landholdings

from the Davao III project list of
~ households shown in Table 4 is a typical

example: Close to one-fifth of the responses

are "one" hectare, and one-third of the

responses are ei the r "one, " "two" or

"three" hectares. This bunching causes a

downward or upward bias on (stratified)

est irra tes depending whether the integer

boundary is counted in the previous stratum

or the following one. For the sarre reason,

in (grouped) estimates

distribution lhe choice of the integer boundaries

also affects the sample allocation among the

is

butar exh i b it sma11

each case this

The standard deviation is a =

largely due to understatement by the last

open interval of the contribut ion of large

units .

3.12. Both aQ, and

negative biases; in

per cent.

the integer lower boundary of each class

interval is made the upper boundar}' of the

preceding one, l ;e , 0.01 1.00, l.01

2.00, t-btice, however, the remarkable

changes in the f.. The mean u = 2.33
1 r

this time understates the actual mean by 9

this,illustration of

frequency

persists

from

As an

the bias

• computed

tables.

consider estimating the mean and standard strata. In the Davao II I household f rarre ,

calculated from the individual observations

are u = 2.56 and a' = 3.26) from the two

frequency distributions in Table 5 which

differ only in the choice of class (stratum)

• frequency distribut ion of

landholding data using the class

0.01 - 0.99, 1.00 - 1.99, ••• ,

corresponding mid-points

frequencies (f.). These give
1

(tis for left),

wi th the

for example, all farm households wi th land

holdings ·of less than three hectares were

put into a snaIl stratum (Nl = 4885),

those with three to seven hectares inclusive

were classified as medil.nn (N
2

= 1502) and

those with over seven hectares belong to the

large strahun (N
3

= 418). If, hypothe

tically, 245 sample fann households were

allocated proportionately to the sizes of

the strata, the allocation is (176, 54, 15).

the

intervals

of which

the same

shows

(x.) and
1

the mean ~Q,

half

values

left

true

lhe

(the

boundaries.

deviation

No. of
Households

N.rrber of Landholding
Households (Hectares)

Table 4. Frequ~ncy rnstribution of Landholding Showing
the Bunching of Responses at Integer Pbints,
Davao III List of HOuseholds

Landhold ing
(t~ctares)

3.J.5
Ef.

1

221
Ef.x. - ·Ef.u" -2

1 1 1')(,
at = { } =

and standard deviation

•

different from the left half only in that

Note tha t ~Q, overshoots the actual mean by

10 per cent. 1he bias increases if more and

finer class intervals are used and decreases

01 the other

1,225
927
701
323
379

1,541
6,805

1. 00
1.01-1.99

2.00
2.01-2.99

3.00
Over 3.00

Total

85
347
63

771
44

363
36

0.01-0.2~/

0.25
0.26-0.49

0.50
0.51-0.74

0.75
0.76-0.99

a/ lbuseholds wi th landholdings of less than 0.01
- hectare are classified as non-fann households.

5 isTable

if sane classes are merged.

hand, the right half of
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es t irra t e of the variance of, say, average

paddy production per fann household in the

stratun would have been correspondingly
y

small. H>wever, the eight sample uni ts that

were, in fact, medium sized, and . the one

unit that was, in reali ty, large did not

If, however, the strata were redefined ever

so slightly - by taking out "3" hectares from

the rrediun stratun and putting it in the

small s t ratim - the sizes are Nl = 5264,

Ni = 1123 and N3 =418 and the allocation

is then (190, 40, 15). This is all right,

arithrretically. But it grates against

cammon sense to find that a decision to make

the single point "3" the end1Point of a

stratum or not rreans gaining or losing 6 per

cent of the total sample from that stratum.

allow this to occur. This was in fact the

main reason why the precision of estimates

did not 1ive up to the target levels. In

general, the effect of errors such as this

is much worse for est ima tes of totals such

as aggregate production and area, but less

so for ratios such as yields. •

~/ Actual mean of the individual observations in the class.

'!able 5. The Effect of Integer Boundary Placements
on Frequency Distributions, ravao III

Table 6. Classification of Davao III Sample
H>useho Ids by Landholding Si ze
from the List of Households and
the Benchmark Survey

From

109

59

77

Total

31 0

47 4

9 67

List
Over

3-7 ha 7 ha.

78

8

1

lhder
3 ha.

Fran Survey

Under 3 ha ,

3-7 ha ,

Over 7 ha ,

2,934
1,628

702
404
426
293
136
163
119

0.505
1.505
2.505
3.505
4.505
6.005
8.005

10.505
19.07~/

0.01-1.00
1.01-2.00
1.01-3.00
3.01-4.00
4.01-5.00
5.01-7.00
7.01-9.00
9.01-12.00
Over 12.00

Landholding
(Hectares)

1,709
2,152
1,024

539
350
525
184
146
176

0.505
1.495
2.495
3.495
4.495
5.995
7.995

10.495
16. 783!./

0.01-0.99
1.00-1.99
2.00-2.99
3.00-3.99
4.00-4 •.99
5.00-6.99
7.00-8.99
9.00-11. 99
12 and over

Landholding
(Hectares)

Total 87 87 71 245

sarrple uni ts truly been of small size, the

A more serious problem is mis-stratifi

ca tion due to errors in the frarre data. 'Io

continue with the Davao III example, a

comparison of the stratification based on

classification from the benchmark survey

data showed only a 78 per cent match (see

Table 6). It is not difficul t to imagine

what effect the 53 misclassified sample

uni ts wi I I have on the sampl ing error of

estimates. COnsider for a moment the 87

sample units stratified as small (second

Had all of the 87

gives the relative errors or coeff icients of

variation (cv) of sore es t irra t es from the

Davao III benchmark survey. The sampling •
design involved several levels of

stratification, including main crop grown,

tenure and size of landholding. Det a i l s of

sampling and estimation procedures are given

in David t.l982b). These O1s refer to

estimates of totals for major geographic

strata, i.e, the project area consists of

two distinguishable units (I and II), each •

Turning to specific variables, Table 7

theframe of households and onthe

colunn of Table 6).
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of which is subdivided further into two

• sub-areas (upstream and downstream) according

to the location of' each relative to the

proposed main water canals. The CVs can

only described as high; hence it is doubtful

whether the estimates can be useful as PIME

benchmark indicators.

Tab le 7. 01 of Selected Statistics, Dlvao III
RME Benclnark Survey. 1981

(Percent)

canparable size such as the Iavao survey,

the CV of an estimate of the total or mean

is 1.27/ /245 = 0.08 or 8 percent. Notice

that this is two percentage points higher

than the sample est irra te in 'Iab l e 7; this

gives us a rough idea that the rather

complex sampling design used was not

substantially more efficient than

straightforward srs of fann households.

5. Inference COncerning Domains that
CUt ~ross Strata

Uni t I - lpstream 64 13 47 i4 22 IS

lh it I - O:lwns t ream 40 60 98 83 100 12

lhlt II - upstream 68 19 27 21 17 12

lhit II - O:lwnstream 73 17 29 13 13 12

lhit I - 104 31 50 18 21 10

Ulit II - 141 13 20 13 11 9

I .. II (Project) 245 12 19 II 10 6

Strahm

lotal
Sarrple Production

Si ze Ri ce Corn

Thtal
Area Planted lotal

Rice Corn landho Id ing

5.1 Introduction

The word danain is used to mean a sub

population for which separate estimates are

to be computed. Ideally, domains should be

made equivalent to the strata so that, as

mentioned previously, data analysis becomes

simple and the estimates have small sampling

errors. However, there are many reasons

Thus, one could ask whether the extra

effort and expense of the elaborate frame

and use of the canpl icated sampl ing design

were justified by the results, and whether

more ,efficient approaches could be found and

recarrrended for future surveys of a similar

nature. ,A partial answer to the latter

quest ion is that there is much room for

improvement via simpler but more efficient

sampling designs. As for the first question,

one could canpare the CVs in 'Thble 7 with

the results if unstrat ified srs were used

why domains and strata boundaries might fail

to coincide. To begin with, domains may not

be designated as strata, as when the sex of

respondents cannot be known beforehand but

sex-disaggregated estimates are desired.

Secondly, sampling units may be mis

stratified, as in the Tulungagung and Eavao

III surveys. Thirdly, sampling units may

rrove into other strata between the time of

stratification and the actual survey, as in

the West Java mechanization consequences

survey. OCcasionally, combinations of these

three occur simul taneously. But their

effect, individually or collectively, on the

data analysis and estimates is more or less

factors, is (cr/1J,)/$. For landholding, cr/lJ

• = 3.2612.56 = 1.27, hence for a sample of

In the latter, the 01 of'a total

canplicated and the latter less precise. we
saw in sub~ection 4.3 what misclassification

did to the estimates of the Davao III survey.

instead.

(or mean), ignoring finite correction

the same: the fonner becanes more
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What should cause greater concern,

however, is the significant shifting of the.

rema.ining uni t s across s tra t a , Compare the

original classifications of the sarrple units

according to the household census (last

column of Table 8 which is reproduced as the

column labeled "Before" in 'Iab l e 9) wi th the

actual classification discovered during the

1979 wet season survey interviews (labelled

"After" in Tab l e 9). For example, rainfed

animal-powered farms increased from 43 to

97, wi th the latter" nurrber of fanns coming

from six d i f f'e.ren t strata, including" 38 of

Here we use the Nueva Eci ja survey to

illustrate a rrethod of analysis and the

effect on the sarrpl ing error of estimates

when sarrpling units move across strata.

The procedure for choosing the eight

sample vi llages in the Nueva &i ja survey

was described in subsection 4.1. A complete

census of households among them were gr.ouPed

into nine strata according to water source

and power source for land prepara t ion as

shown in Table 8, first column. A s~le of

337 rice fann households, with allocation as

shown in the third column, was drawn using

srs in each stratum. This same sample was

to be used for a series of surveys covering

two crop years. Migration, changes in

occupa t ion and a few non-responses reduced

the sample by one to three units per stratum

by the time of the first (1979 wet season)

survey, to a total of 320 (see last column).

Since this attrition was more or less evenly

distributed among the strata, this low

attrition rate (5 per cent) does not warrant

any change in the approach to the analysis

of the data.

the 43 original rainfed animal-powered

f a rms , While these classi fica t ion changes

provide useful infonnation, at the same tirne

they laid to waste the work that went into

stratification and sample allocation.

Intuitively, these changes also ought to be
D

reflected in, and force a logically correct

approach to, the statist ical analysis of the

data.
,

Tab Ie 8. Rice Farm Househo lds Strat ificat ion and Sample
Sarrq:>le Al Iocatlon, N.1eva Eei ja Survey

lable 9. Before and After Classification of Sample
Farm Households. N.1eva Eei ja Survey

Wa ter Source-Fbwer Source

Initial
Stratum Sample

Si ze All oca t ion

1979 Wet
Season Survey

Sample Size
Before After.. (J) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) •

(I) Ralnfed - animal power
(2) • - 2-wheel tractor
(3) - 4-wheel tractor

(4) Irrlg •• I crop - animal power
(5) • - 2-..t1eel tractor
(6)· - 4-..t1eel tractor

(7) Irrlg •• 2 crops- animal power
(8) • - 2-..t1eel tractor
(9)· - 4-..t1eel tractor

'!btal

257
82
54

25
50
24

98
239
64

46
37
35

21
32
19

42
66
39

43
36
32

20
29
18

41
64
37

(I) 43

(2) 36

(3) 32

(4) 20

(5) 29

(6) 18

(7) 41

(8) 64

(9) 31

.. 38 2 3"

.. 23 10 3

.. 21 5 5

.. 7 0 0

.. 0 0

.. 2 0 0

.. 6 I I

.. 0 0 . 0

.. 0 0 0

o
o
I

6

o
2

I

o
I

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o 6 0 I

o 3 16 8

I 3 6 4

o 24 7

o II 44 9

o 9 20

36

320 97 18 13 II 56 74 49

•



5.2 Superpopulation COncept for
Analytic Surveys

• In order not to obscure the rra i n obj ect

here - which is to point to an approach for

analyzing data when uni ts have rroved across

strata - with undue mathematical canplex

i ties, we ignore the fact that the sample

was drawn in two stages and assume that:

(a) 'The sample in 'Iab l e 8 (last co l unn )

is astra t i fied . single-stage srs from the

finite population described in the same

table (second column).

(b) 'The sampled population in T~ble 8 is

in turn a stratified srs fran an infini te

(super) population whose units are

distributed to the nine strata in the same

proportions as Table 8,Le., .288 (= 257/893)

of the infini tely many uni ts are rainfed

animal-powered, etc.

The concept of a finite population

i tsel f being a sarrple fran an infini te

• superpopula t ion is an old idea (Cochran,

1939; Deming and Stephan, 1941) which has

found increasingly wide acceptance (see e.g.

Hartley and Sielken, 1975) because, among

other things, it is a sirrplifying assumption.

Applied to the Nueva Eci ja survey, it means

accept ing that (i) the target of i nferences

in the mechanization consequences study was

all the while sore conceptual infinite

• population, and (ii) the intricate selection

procedure that led to the sample rice farm

households of Table 8 can be assurred to be

With a superpopulation as the object of

inferences, finite population correction

factors drop out of estimators, allowing for

sarewhat simpler computation. Also, if the

sample is srs from the finite population,

which in turn is srs fran the super

population, then estirrates that are unbiased

for the first are also unbiased for the

latter population. HOwever, complications

arise; for example:

a) Non-srs used to draw the sample fran

the finite population. This is the case

with Table 8 which is a stratified sample

and, al though srs was used in each stratum,

the sampling rates among strata (which are

also the inclusion probabilities) are very

unequal. Hence the total sample is non-srs.

b) ~1e sample units change classi-

fication, as in Table 9.

Pres~bly, the superpopulation undergoes

changes also. The problerrl is how to proceed

with the statistical analysis in the face of

these complications.

5.3 Inference COncerning Proportions

A terrpting and, unfortunately, cannonly

used procedure in analyzing survey data is

to assign equal weights to the units in

Table 9 regardless where they fall, and to

ignore the fact that sorre were originally

drawn fran other strata. For example, fran

Table 9,

Estimates for the other domains are computed
37

is used to estimate the proportion of rainfed

animal-powered farms. with standard error.
1

a. e , (p) = [p(l-p)/319J2

= 0.026

equivalent to srs. It would not be

surprising if (i) fi ts the research

proponents' thinking, but (ii) could draw

mixed reactions, part icularly since sore

non-probability-based judgment went into the

choice of the study areas from which the

• sample units came (for details, see P.L.

Lim, 1982).

p = 97/320 =0.303



is = LWiPl = 0.382

est ima tes tend to be higher than 'those of

38

For ccmparison purposes, estimates of p, p

and standard errors for the other strata

•

.'

For details on further uses of(1965).

(0.303 + 1.96 x 0.026) = (0.25, 0.35)

the weighted estirrates. The fanner do not

truly reflect the survey design's effects, •

i.e. they would be statistically appropriate

had the observed frequencies in Table 9 came

from a. single srs of size 320 from the 893

population units. A measure of the soundness

of this sirrplication is given by the ratio

s.e. (p-.)/s.e. (p.), with values close
1 1

to unity being supportive of the adoption of

unweighted sampling errors. This ratio of

the standard error canputed in accordance

with the survey design to the standard error

under srs is called the design factor (deft) •

by same authors (see e ig . Verma , 1982); its

square, or the ratio of the corresponding

sampling' variances, is called deff, an

acronym for design effect, due to Kish

deff, see Kish and Frankel (1974). The

ratios range from 0.33 to 1.18 for the nine

strata (domains), with' a mean of 0.75 •

Thus, on average, s.e. (p.) exceeded the
1

statistically correct s ;e . (15.) by a non
1

negligible margin.

(c) The use of unweighted estimates in

this particular case therefore can be

misleading. For example, "large sample" 95

per cent confidence intervals about the

proportion of rainfed anirral-powered farms

are given by

and

fran the unweighted . (p) and weighted (p)

estirrates respectively. Thus, if it were of

interes t to speculate whether there was a

change in the proport ion from the init ial

257/893 = 0.29, the first interval would

support a status ~ conclusion, but the

second would point to an increase.

(0.382 ~ 1.96 x 0.018) = (0.35, 0.42)

is

Is. e. (p. ) in
1

= N. IN is the
1

is the sirrple

p.
1

y

{Dv~ P ~ (Lr-p ) I (n .-1)} 112
111

0.018

The average value of the

estimator,

=

s ;e . (p) =

(weighted)

desig~-unbiased,

stratum weight

where w.
1

and y.
1

average of the n. sample observations in
1

stratum i. When applied to the proportions,

say, of rainfed animal-powered units, Yi
is replaced by Pi = ni In i where ni

denotes the number among the original n.
1

s~le elements in stratum i that were found

to be rainfed animal-powered. (These are

38/43, 23/36, ••• , 0/37, as can be verified

from Table 8 and 9). Hence,

similarly. H:>wever, this ignores whatever

effect the sampl ing design has on the

estimates, such as the fact that stratum

weights and sampling rates vary across

strata. These unweighted estimates are

therefore biased even for the finite

population of lable 8.

01 the other hand, the usual stratified

relative biases /Pi
the nine strata is 1.66.

(b) The standard errors of the unweighted

is a des'Ign-unhiased est imate of the

proport ion of rainfed animal-powered farms.

Its sampling error estimate is

neg 1igibl e.

.
(also considered here as domains) are given

on Table 10. In exchange for their easy

cornputabil i ty, the cost of using the

'unweighted estimates can be severe:

(a) The biases cannot be assumed away as



Thus, if x denotes net fann income,

sect ion 5.2, this ratio is a consistent

est irra te of the corresponding parameter of

the superpopulation. HOwever, both numerator

and denanina tor are unknown and need to be

are estirmtes of the average net fann

earnings and its standard error respectively

of the one-crop anirml-powered (oa ) farms ,

These and similar estirmtes for the other

domains are given in Table 11.

Ole can think of the actual net incane

Xoa/Noa' where

farms (in the

is the sum of

assumption (b),

1

[I:(Xk - xoa)2/107J2Xoa = EXk/l08 and

arrong the oa fanns as

N is the number of oaoa
fin i t e -popu 1a t ion) and Xoa
their net incomes. Under

Anirml Tractor Total

Ole-crop 108 33 141

l~o-crop 56 123 179

Total 164 156 320

5.4 Inference Cbncerning Cbntinuous Variables

A problem that needs settling first

concerns the srmll frequencies in sane

domains of interest (strata in this case), 2

of which have 1 observation each and another

three of which have less than 20 (see last

row of Table 9. The usual solution is to

collapse these in same meanin~ful way which

would result in larger samples, e.g.

•

,

estirmted from the sample. If n ~ denotes
1

researchers occasionally assume that these

includes rainfed and

categories.

units, and the sum across strata

of oa farms arrong the n.
.th 1

in the original 1 stratum,

N. (n:ln.) estirmtes the
1 1 1

farms arrong the original N.
1

the mrrber

sample uni ts

the quant i ty

nurrber of oa

Again,

s irrpl e randan

an unweighted

The one-crop domain

irrigated one-crop

• four frequencies represent

sampl es and proceed wi th

is unbiased for N It can be veri fiedoa
that lQ = 356, which is almost 20 percentoa
higher than the unweighted srs estimate,

893(108/320) =301.

Similarly, with x ik as the net fann

incame of the ikth sample unit, where i

denotes the strata and k the uni ts wi thin

the strata, define

~

xik = xik if the unit is oa,

= 0 if not.

the sum

The sample mean, x:'
1

unbiased estimate of the

stratum, andtotal,the

= I:xik/ni' is an

average of the xik

units in the i t horiginal N.
1

N.x. ~ estirmtes
1 1

thearrong
a/ For illustration purposes, the domains were

• chosen to coincide with the stratum classi
fications (see Table 8 for descriptions).
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A

Xoa = tiNiX{

is unbiased for XOa. Hence,

is a consistent ratio estimate of X INoa oa .
It is well-known that the variance of xoa
is more complex and invo.1ves a non-zero

covariance term (see e.g. Cbchran, 1977,

Chapter 6):

2
Xoa p[(l-pi)

where pi =n{lni

- lXoaXi O-p{)ni Ini -1) ]
2

and s { = E(xik - xD 2I (ni -1) •

usually is a reasonable approximation.

between domain means, say, between one-crop

var(xoa - Xot) =var(xoa) + var(xot)

covariance term tends to be rela t i vel y small

because it involves the product pi(oa)
~

(lush,Pi (o t ) 1965, p. 135); hence,

I

1

4f,

theexample,For

cross-classification

tests.

examples) .

6. Sumnary

also leads to higher sampling errors,

resulting in loss of power or sensitivity of

significance

nurrerous

In summary, cross-classification causes

canplications in estimation, but neglect-of

this complexity in favor of simplifying

assumptions such as srs-based estimation can

lead to serious mistakes. (Ki sh , 1965.

Chapter 14 and Kish and Frankel, 1974 present

standard errors in Table 12 average to

roughly 300 pesos; hence an observed

di fference between two domain means has to

exceed 0.96)(300) .(2) = 832 pesos before

the true means can be declared "significant ly •

di fferences

not be zero;

will have a

Fortuna te1Y» the

one-crop tractor

the variance )of

and

require

concerning

var (x )oa xot • Since
types of farms are found together in

of the original strata, the covariance

Inferences

Numerical resul ts for the four domain are.

given in Table 12. Notice the differences

between these and the unweighted estimates

in Table 11 al though the two sets lead to

overlapping confidence intervals (or to the

sarre conclusions on tests of hypotheses

about means) owing to the large standard

errors.

some

both

an ima1-powered (oa )

power (ot ) farms,

the difference,

between xoa and xot will

thus var. (x
oa

x
ot

)

forbiddingly complex form.
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• threshold value already exceeds one

means in Tab l e. 12. (Likewise,

d i fferent. " Note, however, that this

of the

earl ier

_--:-~--::::__~ 1982a. 'Rvo-Stage Sarrpling
with Canposite-Like Selection of Second
Stage Uhits. Survey Statistician. No.7,
Apr i l , 11-13 •

results from the Davao III Survey for rice

area and production show a 30 to 100 per

cent increase in sampling variance due to

cross-classification compared to when the

domains coincide with the strata (Ihvid,

1982b».

Exceptions to the above -men t i oned

general conclusions are: (a) when the

dorrain frequencies (say, M. ) are known, in

• 1

which case the straightforward stratified

estirrates with N. replaced by M. can be
1 1

used wi th little or no loss in precision, or

(b) when the proportion of the dorra i n units

in the population is high. Durbin (1958)

observed that most of the advantage of

1982b. A Cr i tique of &.lrvey
Sarnpl ing Praet ice and The of Survey Data
in Social Science Research. The Philippine
Statistician. XXXI, 3-25.

Deming, W. E. 1960. Sample Design in Business
Research. John Wiley.

_--=- ~ and F. Stephan, 1941. 01 the
Interpreta t ion of Censuses and Samples.
Jour. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 36, 45-49.

Durbin,J. 1958. ~pling Theory for Estirrates
Based on Fewer Individuals than the
Nurber Selected. Bull. Intern. Statist.
Institute 36, 113-119.

Hartley, H. O. and R. L. Sielken, Jr. 1975.
A Super-Population Viewpoint for Finite
Pbpulation S~pling. Biometrics. 31,
423-447.

whi l e only if

to unity wi 11

stratification will

proport ion is srra l l ,

proportion is close.. advantage be retained.
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